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Abstract

Background: The health care workers (HCWs) were one of the vulnerable populations prioritized during the Covid-19 vaccination (COVISHIELD and COVAXIN) campaign. They are also the first point of contact for vaccine-related information and therefore, play a crucial role in shaping peoples’ vaccine seeking behaviour.

Objectives: (i) To estimate the proportion of Covid-19 vaccine hesitancy among HCWs in urban primary health care centres (UPHC) across Hyderabad; and (ii) To explore factors influencing vaccine hesitancy and vaccine acceptance in this population.

Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted among 238 HCWs from 21 urban health centres in Hyderabad between June and July 2021. The prevalence of vaccine hesitancy was assessed using the questions adapted from ‘the UNICEF Guyana Covid-19 Vaccination Hesitancy Survey’. We used ‘the SAGE determinants of vaccine hesitancy’ to determine factors underlying vaccine hesitancy and acceptance.

Results: The prevalence of vaccine hesitancy among HCWs was 17% (12.3% - 22.2%) during the 6 months following emergency vaccine approval. ‘Self-protection’, ‘Vaccine-confidence’, and ‘Responsibility towards the general population' were some of the reasons in favour of Covid-19 vaccination. Whereas ‘Vaccine-safety' has emerged as the primary determinant of vaccine-hesitancy in this population. HCWs were susceptible to misinformation in the social media and in their communities, which might have shaped their opinion about the vaccines for the Covid-19.

Conclusion: Although the COVID-19 vaccines (COVISHIELD and COVAXIN) were approved for administration by the Drugs Controller General of India, one in every six HCWs working in the UPHCs in Hyderabad, India had either refused or delayed vaccinations mainly due to limited information on ‘vaccine-safety’. This highlights a critical need to address the vaccine-hesitancy among HCWs (especially during the initial phases of novel vaccine introduction), as similar behaviour of the HCWs towards novel vaccines could affect the uptake of these vaccines among the general population (which they serve).
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Introduction

A disease outbreak whether by a ‘known’ or a ‘novel’ pathogen raises concerns due to its potential effect on the health of the people. One of the tried and tested interventions to control the spread of many infectious disease outbreaks, including new diseases are ‘vaccines’ [1]. In India, to control the COVID-19 pandemic, the vaccination drive was launched on January 16th, 2021 [2] in a phased manner, prioritizing on vulnerable populations. On account of high risk of occupational exposure to Covid-19 [3], healthcare workers (HCWs: doctors, nurses, Accredited Social Health Activist (ASHA), etc.) were prioritized in the first-phase of the vaccination drive. The ‘COVISHIELD’ vaccine developed by the Oxford-AstraZeneca and manufactured by the Serum Institute of India, and the ‘COVAXIN’ by the Bharat Biotech were authorized for use in initial phases. Although both the vaccines were approved for administration by the Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI, the highest vaccine authority in India) and available free of cost at the government facilities and at affordable prices at the private healthcare facilities, the initial vaccine-uptake was low. By February 6th, 2021, only 54.7% of HCWs registered in the CoWin app were vaccinated across India [4].

The most anticipated reason for the low-vaccine coverage in India was ‘vaccine-hesitancy’. The vaccine-hesitancy is defined as ‘delay in acceptance or refusal of vaccines despite availability of vaccine services’ [5] and has been listed as the top ten global threats of 2019 [6]. The anecdotal evidence suggest the role of several contextual and individual/group influences and vaccine-specific issues underlying the vaccine-hesitancy among HCWs [7–10] such as: (i) Adverse events following vaccination/immunization (AEFIs); (ii) The spread of misinformation about the Covid-19 pandemic as well as the vaccines on social media; (iii) Fast tracking of the vaccine approval process; and (iv) The absence of quality data on vaccines safety and efficacy.
The low vaccine coverage among HCWs (especially during the initial phases of novel vaccine introduction) was worrisome. The HCWs (in Indian healthcare setting) are one of the primary sources of vaccine-related information (such as the need, safety, efficacy of vaccine etc.) for the general population and play an instrumental role to shape people’s healthcare seeking behaviour including vaccine-uptake. As HCWs are critical stakeholders to disseminate knowledge about the vaccine and frequently administer or recommend the vaccine to the general population, it is important to understand in-depth the factors underlying their (HCWs) vaccine-hesitancy to inform culturally-tailored contextual interventions. Therefore, we conducted a cross-sectional study among HCWs working in urban primary health care centres (UPHCs) in Hyderabad, (mainly caters the healthcare needs of the urban slum population) to explore the pattern of vaccine uptake and the underlying reasons for the vaccine-hesitancy.
Materials and Methods

Study population and design

This cross-sectional study was conducted among HCWs in UPHCs across Hyderabad from June-July 2021. An HCW in India is anyone who works in a healthcare setting including doctors, nurses, auxiliary nurse midwives (ANMs), accredited social health activists (ASHAs), lab technicians, pharmacists etc. The study was conducted after seeking necessary ethics approval from the Indian Institute of Public Health, Hyderabad (Registration no. IIPHH/TRCIEC/264/2020; Dated: 28/06/2021).

There were total 85 UPHCs in Hyderabad at the time of the study. We conveniently selected 21 UPHCs (as the data collection was done amidst second wave of Covid-19 pandemic and the HCWs were scattered across Covid-19 vaccination centres) to reach a sample size of 256 (calculated based on a 95% confidence interval, anticipated proportion with vaccine hesitancy as 36.0% [11] with a relative precision of 20%). All HCWs in these 21 UPHCs who were available and who consented to participate were included in the study.

A semi-structured questionnaire were developed from the Ministry of Public Health and UNICEF Guyana Covid-19 Vaccination Hesitancy Survey [12]. It was adapted into English, Telugu and Urdu languages and pilot tested.

The study was initially designed as an online survey where a google form was created for online data collection and the link was sent to HCWs through WhatsApp. A similar methodology was used in a study in Zimbabwe and the response rate was acceptable. In India, this particular app is very popular and people check it very regularly [13]. However, due to lack of online responses, in-person data collection was carried out. During this time, the principal investigator observed that several HCWs did not have android phones and their digital literacy was very poor. Thus, the data was collected through both in-person and online. We mainly collected information on sociodemographic variables and Covid-19 vaccination status of HCWs. To assess vaccine hesitancy, we asked a very
specific question: “Did you hesitate or refuse to get the Covid-19 vaccine?” To understand the perspectives on various domains such as contextual and individual/group, and vaccine-specific issues, we conducted unstructured interviews focusing on certain aspects based on ‘the SAGE determinants of vaccine hesitancy’ [5].

Statistical Analysis

Before importing data into the statistical software, all the data was deidentified and participants were given unique IDs, which was only known to Principal investigator and co-investigators. The participants or other hospital staff outside the research group were not aware about these IDs.

The burden of vaccine-hesitancy was expressed as percentage with 95% confidence interval (calculated using binomial exact test). The qualitative data from the open-ended responses (from unstructured interviews) were arranged into themes according to ‘the SAGE determinants of vaccine-hesitancy’ to determine the factors associated with Covid-19 vaccine-hesitancy. A thematic framework was developed to unpack the factors that shaped the perceptions about the Covid-19 vaccine. The coding framework (S2 table, S3 table and S3 Fig) focused on contextual influences, individual and group influences, and vaccine specific issues.
Results

Total 238 HCWs from 21 UPHCs participated in this study. The median (interquartile range) age of the participants was 35.0 (30.0, 40.0) years and 216 (91%) of them were females. The HCWs who participated, comprised of a diverse group of health care professional: Doctors, 8%; nurses, 15%; ASHAs, 44%; ANMs, 16% (Supp. Table 1). The ‘Others’ group, 17%, included a mix of HCWs such as multipurpose health worker, lab technicians, public health nurse, pharmacists etc. 82% of the participants were completely vaccinated with the Covid-19 vaccine. The occupation disaggregated vaccination status is given in S1 Fig. It shows that 64% doctors and 72% ASHAs in the study were vaccinated with two doses of either COVISHIELD or COVAXIN. The prevalence (95% confidence interval) of Covid-19 vaccine hesitancy among the participants was 17% (12.3% -22.2%) during the 6 months following emergency vaccine approval.

SAGE determinants of Covid-19 vaccine hesitancy

The following factors influenced the uptake of Covid-19 vaccines and demonstrate the HCWs’ attitude towards Covid-19 vaccines and prevention (Fig 1). The vaccination status has been mentioned for those who are vaccinated with at least one dose of Covishield or Covaxin.
Fig 1: Coding framework to demonstrate the SAGE determinants of Covid-19 vaccine hesitancy among the HCWs.
1. Contextual Influences

1.a. Communication and media

The HCWs had delayed or refused the Covid-19 vaccines due to the spread of misinformation in the social media. Common sources of information such as news might have contributed to hesitancy.

UID 205: "Since the vaccine is new and there are some negative rumours spreading about the vaccine in the social media." Others, 31-35 years, male, Accountant cum clerk, vaccinated;

UID 78: "I was scared to take the 1st dose after hearing about side effects in the news" ASHA, 26-30 years, vaccinated;

1.b. Historical influences

Past attitudes towards vaccines, such as polio vaccine, seemed to have extended to the Covid-19 vaccines. There appeared to be a historical distrust in the overall health system which contributed to the suspicion that health interventions were being utilized for harmful purposes.

UID 10: "They are giving some other vaccines. It is birth control for Muslims" (as narrated to them by the public) ANM, 36-40 years, vaccinated;

UID 196: “People spread rumours that after vaccination we will die after 2 years” ASHA, 36-40 years, vaccinated

UID 207: "Vaccine will cause infertility. It will affect the reproductive system" ASHA, 31-35 years, unvaccinated

1.c. Culture/ Gender/ Religion

Majority of the HCWs were of the view that men need to be prioritized for vaccination since they had an increased risk of exposure, were less likely to follow Covid-appropriate behaviour, could serve as carriers of infection and had a higher likelihood of experiencing severe disease
UID 220: “Men go out for work. They meet their friends without masks. Women are mostly at home. Men mingle more with friends.” Nurse, male, 36-40 years, unvaccinated

Most of the female HCWs did not have the autonomy to make their own health care decisions. There was a reliance on an authoritative figure, apart from the health department and medical officer, for assurance about safety of the vaccines.

UID 109: “I was scared of side effects. Did not get permission from home” ASHA, 31-35 years, unvaccinated

UID 191: “I got permission from home to take vaccine and that they are safe.” ASHA, 26-30 years, vaccinated

The HCWs believed that vaccinations and covid appropriate behaviour along with religious beliefs provided appropriate protection.

UID 193: “I have taken the vaccine and I am taking precautions. I trust in God that he will protect me and my family” ANM, 26-30 years, vaccinated

1.d. Policies

By the time the data collection for this study was carried out, Covid-19 vaccines were declared safe for use in pregnancy and lactation. Despite this approval, some female HCWs who were pregnant did not take the vaccine. There was a lack of trust in the policies and also research in these vaccines. This distrust could also be because of lack of effective communication of scientific information.

2. Individual and Group Influences

2.a. Community beliefs about vaccination

The HCWs encountered several concerns from the public regarding vaccine safety owing to reports in the news and social media. Such misinformation may have fostered public distrust in vaccines and decreased or delayed vaccine uptake. The public was unclear about the efficacy of Covid vaccines and expected sterilizing immunity. Furthermore, there was reliance on family members for consent to vaccinate. The HCWs were able to overcome
these challenges, to some extent, and were able to successfully recommend the vaccine by informing about self-vaccination. The vaccine concerns of the public/community, as narrated to the HCWs, are presented here:

UID 171: “I heard that infertility will occur” Nurse, female, 26-30 years, unvaccinated

UID 109: “We don’t have permission from home. We are scared of side effects”
ASHA, 31-35 years, unvaccinated

UID 68: “Getting diseases after vaccine. People are dying. One ASHA and Anganwadi worker died. So, we explained we have taken. We are not dead. We explain then they agree to vaccinate” 36-40 years, vaccinated

The vaccine attitude of the public was similar to that of the HCWs. Vaccine acceptance among the public was appeared to be guided by religious beliefs. There was a historical context that fostered trust in the system which develops, manufactures and delivers these vaccines. There were concerns of future unknown effects of vaccines. These factors of vaccine hesitancy among the public were the challenges faced by the HCWs during immunization campaigns.

UID 110: “God is there to save us. There is no need for vaccine” Doctor, female, 26-30 years, vaccinated

UID 189: “The next generation will not be able to bear children. Vaccines are given to reduce population. What is the guarantee that it will protect us?” ASHA, 36-40 years, vaccinated

UID 102: “There are side effects. People are getting clots. They want single dose vaccine. They want Covishield for international travel because Covaxin is not yet approved” ASHA, 36-40 years, vaccinated

2.b. Peer influence

The HCWs' decision to vaccinate was guided by their peers. The Medical Officers were influential in generating vaccine confidence. The large-scale vaccination campaign also seemed to have motivated a HCW to vaccinate. Vaccinated HCWs demonstrated confidence
in Covid-19 vaccines, as well a responsibility to raise awareness and recommend the vaccine.

UID 160: “To protect myself from Covid and at the same time give awareness regarding safety of vaccine and encourage my staff and people around me.” Doctor, female, 36-40 years, vaccinated

UID 69: “We will have immunity power and then we will not get disease. Madam (MO) also explained to me” ASHA, 46-50 years, vaccinated, vaccinated

UID 138: “Everyone was taking so I also took” Attender, 56-60 years, male, vaccinated

2.c. Risk/Benefit

There were variations in perceptions of risk. A nurse viewed her susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 infection as low due to the practice of covid appropriate behaviour, which was considered superior to Covid vaccines as a method of prevention. Religious beliefs, distrust in the health system and concerns about vaccine efficacy contributed to hesitancy.

UID 171: “I don’t think the corona virus is dangerous to my health. For religious reasons. I don’t believe that the vaccine will stop the infection. I don’t need the vaccine because I do all the right things. I wash my hands and wear a mask and gloves. The COVID-19 vaccine is a conspiracy.” Nurse, 26-30 years, female, unvaccinated

2.d. Beliefs about prevention

HCWs believed that in addition to vaccines, alternative medicine and home remedies also play an important role in providing immunity from Covid-19. Belief in innate immunity were also some of the reasons for refusal to vaccinate.

UID 143: “Home remedies also give some immunity” Lab technician, 36-40 years, vaccinated UID 167: “Because I have innate immunity” Other, 46-50 years, male, unvaccinated

2.e. Knowledge
In the quote mentioned below, a nurse had confidence in the vaccine as well as knowledge that Covid-19 vaccines do not prevent infection, but are effective against reducing severe disease. This is essential, as one of the primary arguments against vaccination is the occurrence of reinfection or breakthrough infection.

UID 124: “Protection. Even if I get Covid after vaccination, I will get better at home only. No need for hospitalization” Nurse, female, 36-40 years, vaccinated

3. Vaccine and Vaccination Specific Issues
3.a. Adverse Events Following Immunization

In addition to misinformation, fear of adverse events was one of the major contributors to Covid-19 vaccine hesitancy. The response by an ASHA captures hesitancy post vaccination. This could influence their attitude towards vaccine recommendation. The response by a doctor about no longer being concerned about adverse events implies emerging confidence in the vaccines. In this study it was apparent that there was initially a lack of trust in the research and development of Covid-19 vaccines.

UID 161: “Initially I was hesitant because of their side effects but now I’m not.”

Doctor, female, 21-25 years, vaccinated

UID 77: “I was scared to take the first dose. I had heard about people dying. I was scared even after taking the vaccine. I was expecting something bad to happen”

ASHA, 26-30 years, vaccinated

UID 171: “I am concerned about the potential side effects of the vaccine. I DO NOT think the vaccine is safe.” Nurse, 26-30 years, female, unvaccinated

UID 208: “I was pregnant” Nurse, 26-30 years, unvaccinated

UID 235: “Breastfeeding mother” Nurse, 26-30 years, unvaccinated

3.b. Introduction of a new vaccine

The concerns about a novel vaccine were heightened because of the spread of misinformation.
UID 205: "Since the vaccine is new and there are some negative rumours spreading about the vaccine in the social media." Accountant cum clerk, 31-35 years, male, vaccinated

3.c. Vaccination schedule

Vaccinations were also delayed due to previous Covid infection, following which they were required to vaccinate after a gap of three months. However, previous exposure followed by delay in vaccination can also be due to a belief of having acquired immunity to Covid-19 infection.

UID 20: “I got Covid” ANM, 41-45 years, unvaccinated

3.d. Mode of administration

The intra muscular mode of delivery of the vaccine also appeared to contribute to vaccine-hesitancy.

UID 167: “Because of injection fear” Others, 46-50 years, male, unvaccinated
Discussion

We conducted a cross-sectional study among HCWs working in UPHCs in Hyderabad to assess the burden and underlying factors for vaccine hesitancy for the Covid-19 vaccines (COVISHIELD and COVAXIN) during the 6 months following the DCGI’s emergency vaccine approval. The prevalence of Covid-19 vaccine-hesitancy among HCWs across Hyderabad was 17% (95% CI: 12.3% -22.2%). The various factors underlying vaccine-hesitancy highlighted by the HCWs were ‘vaccine safety’ and ‘misinformation’ about the new vaccines. To our knowledge, this is the first study of its kind describing the burden and determinants of Covid-19 vaccine hesitancy among the vulnerable population in Hyderabad.

The burden of vaccine-hesitancy found in this study is considerably lower than a study conducted among HCWs in Uttar Pradesh India, which reported the prevalence of vaccine-hesitancy of 35.8% [14]. This difference could probably be due to the difference in gender distribution: 72 (28.3%) vs. 216 (91%) female participants. Another reason could be that the Uttar Pradesh study was conducted immediately after vaccine approval, whereas this study was conducted almost six months after emergency approval. The burden of hesitancy among HCWs in our study is higher when compared to the Guyana vaccine hesitancy survey, which reported a prevalence of 6% among HCWs. The reported low prevalence in that study could be due to inclusion of only 55 HCWs in the study [15]. The relatively low burden of vaccine-hesitancy among HCWs in our study compared to the Uttar Pradesh study could mean that most HCWs in UPHCs across Hyderabad had confidence in the Covid-19 vaccines as well as the government’s vaccine policy; and might have recommended the Covid-19 vaccines to the public.

We found that when the Covid-19 vaccines were given emergency approval in January 2021, some HCWs were hesitant and delayed the vaccination, while some had absolutely refused to vaccinate. Similar to previous studies [16], we observed that the
‘vaccine safety’ was one of the primary determinants of vaccine-hesitancy in this particular population. The safety issue of vaccine along with historical perceptions of childhood vaccinations such as polio, propagated by misinformation through the social media may have had an impact on early acceptance of vaccines in our study participants. Similar findings were also reported in a qualitative study in UK [17], where misinformation about the Covid-19 vaccine impacted HCWs’ attitude towards Covid-19 vaccination.

The SAGE working group have highlighted that vaccine-hesitancy can occur along a continuum from ‘complete acceptance’ to ‘complete refusal’ of vaccination [5]. We found out the similar dynamic nature of hesitancy specific to the new and rapidly developed anti-covid vaccines: COVISHIELD and COVAXIN. We captured the gradual shift in vaccine behaviour: from ‘hesitancy’ and ‘refusal’ to ‘complete acceptance’; when it was realized that the benefits of the vaccines outweigh the risks due to Covid-19. The primary reason for acceptance of vaccines was the confidence in vaccines and vaccination (to provide protection and public health responsibility of government towards community). This is similar to a study done in UK [18], where vaccinated nurses considered influenza vaccination a public health responsibility and believed in recommending the vaccine to the general population. A study to determine factors associated with vaccination behaviour among nurses towards pandemic HINI vaccine in London [19], showed that those (nurses) with a good knowledge of the disease and vaccine were more likely to recommend the vaccine to their patients. Moreover, the likelihood of recommendation was increased if the HCWs themselves had been vaccinated [18][19]. This is apparent in this study too, with 93% vaccinated HCWs were strongly agreed to recommend the Covid-19 vaccines to other people (S2 Fig).

Studies have showed that poor quality of communication can contribute to vaccine-hesitancy. The success of recommendation depends on the ability of the HCWs to recognize and understand misinformation, and effectively communicate safety and efficacy messages of the vaccines. In our study, we observed that communications about the benefits of the
vaccines to the hesitant public were successful to a certain degree, with the public agreeing to vaccinate following the HCWs’ declaration of self-vaccination.

In India’s healthcare system, ASHAs and ANMs play an important role on several fronts including health promotion, vaccination, and community mobilization. The ASHAs played an important role during the Covid-19 pandemic to motivate and mobilize people to seek Covid-19 vaccination. Moreover, ASHAs have been at the forefront for delivering vaccine safety messages to the community [20]. However, sometimes even as frontline workers they did not have the autonomy or access to make the appropriate health-care decision for themselves. The Covid-19 vaccination was delayed (among ASHAs and ANMs) due to the absence of parental or spousal consent and some expectant mothers were still (at the time of interview) unvaccinated, despite evidence of vaccine safety [21] and effectiveness [22]. In our study it was apparent that there was initially a lack of trust in the research and development of Covid-19 vaccines. It was also apparent that the HCWs were concerned about the use of these vaccines during pregnancy and lactation. These findings are similar to a study done in Germany which studied the acceptance of Covid-19 vaccines among pregnant and breastfeeding women [23]. The gender related barriers faced by female HCWs can be overcome by community engagement [24] and sharing scientific data about the benefits of vaccination for pregnant women and neonates [22] to their families to achieve equitable vaccine coverage.

The confidence of HCWs in vaccination could be improved by providing them with correct and timely information. In this study, the HCWs reported that they periodically received vaccine-related information from the routine office meetings. The information provided in such meetings should be verified for the quality and content to ensure that it correctly addresses vaccine-related issues and other specific vaccine related concerns (as discussed earlier). Further studies are required to understand the impact of periodic training and sharing of information to HCWs.
We also observed that the concerns of the HCWs in this study regarding Covid-19 vaccines were similar to those of the public. Since many HCWs belongs to the community which they serve, social influence cannot be ruled out. Evidence [25], shows that vaccine hesitancy among public could contribute to hesitancy among HCWs. In a qualitative study to determine vaccine hesitancy among HCWs across Europe [26], HCWs were influenced by their patients and social media. Since vaccine-hesitancy is an attitude, mere improvement in knowledge will not translate to positive attitude, improved recommendations and increased vaccine coverage.

The frequency and intensity of outbreaks by novel pathogens is predicted to increase in the future [27]. In such a situation, hesitancy to rapidly developed new vaccines is to be anticipated. Furthermore, in such events it is expected that HCWs will be one of the most vulnerable yet valuable population, and will therefore be the first to be protected using newly developed vaccines. Therefore, developing trust and transparency in vaccine research and vaccine policies among HCWs as well as the general population is essential to promote vaccine confidence. Anecdotal evidence suggests that historical concerns about the adverse effects of vaccines have extended to and affected the acceptance of Covid-19 vaccines [28]. The concerns, which arose during previous vaccination campaigns, such as polio immunization for children, might have extended to Covid-19 vaccination campaigns for adults [29]. It is possible that such lack of vaccine-confidence may extend to future pandemic vaccines also.

As part of pandemic preparedness, global partnerships like CEPI [30] aim to accelerate the development of pandemic vaccines. Such an initiative requires the support of HCWs to ensure vaccine confidence among the public towards these rapidly developed new vaccines. During a pandemic it is crucial to not just increase vaccination-coverage (the proportion of population who receive the lifesaving vaccine) but also the rate of vaccine-coverage (the speed at which they receive the vaccine). There is an urgent need to address the reasons for hesitancy towards pandemic vaccines among HCWs, as this delay and
refusal could extend to the public. Lessons can be learnt from the vaccination programs for childhood vaccination, which is ongoing in India since last 70 years. On very similar line, the overall health infrastructure and health system can be developed to enable an environment for adult vaccination in this and upcoming pandemics. With new vaccines emerging for Covid-19 and prospective pandemic vaccines, HCWs will find it challenging to adapt to the changing vaccine environment and therefore, the need for vaccination efforts needs to be emphasized. Behaviour models such as the ‘health-belief model’ can be used to predict vaccine-hesitancy and develop tailored strategies [31].

The strengths of the study include: In-person interviews were conducted for most of the participants by a trained interviewer using a validated questionnaire and vaccine-hesitancy framework. Limitations of the study are: (i) Vaccination status was self-reported and we could not confirm the actual vaccine administration of participants. Therefore, the possibility of social desirability bias cannot be completely excluded. Nevertheless, it is very unlikely that participants might have forgotten or hidden their vaccination status considering the situation of the pandemic. (ii) Since we used convenience sampling to recruit participants amidst the second wave of COVID-19 in India, caution should be exercised while generalizing the findings to the general population or the rest of the country. (iii) There were some concerns about Covid-19 vaccines even among the vaccinated HCWs. This aspect of vaccine hesitancy could not be captured. Despite these limitations, this study provides us with a window into some of the concerns regarding the Covid-19 vaccine-hesitancy among HCWs serving the urban marginalized communities in Hyderabad and the challenges faced by them.
Conclusion

In this study, the prevalence of Covid-19 vaccine hesitancy was 17%, which means that we found that every sixth HCWs across UPHCs in Hyderabad was hesitant to receive the newly developed Covid-19 vaccines during the 6 months following administrative approval. The factors contributing to hesitancy in this particular population were: distrust in the pandemic vaccine research and development, distrust in vaccine policies, fear of AEFI and misinformation about the pandemic and the vaccines. Further research is required for in-depth exploration of these factors to inform context-specific interventions.
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